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GRADING STYLE AND STUDENT EVALUATION OF FACULTY 1

This paper discusses the association between student grades and student

ratings of f-aculty. It is organized as follows: the first section re-

views the findings of a 1973-74 study of the ratings of Harper College

English teachers; the second section reports the findings of a Just -com-

pleted 1974-75 follow up study; the third reviews the literature of the

field to-determine if Harper College results replicate those of other

colleges; the fourth discusses the implications of the findings.

twio3-74 Study

The original study, made at the end of the fall, 1973 term/appeared in

March 1974 under the heading "Evaluation and Student Grades". It showed

strong' associations between student grades and teacher ratings for.the

18 full time Harper English faculty members. The coefficient of correlation

between grades and ratings as computed by a statistical formula called

Spearman's rank order was a high .73. The chances of the finding being

accidental was determined to be less -than one in 100.*

The strength of the association is illustrated by the following data. The

5 teachers who received the highest mean student ratings (above 4.19:on the

5 point rating scale then used) had given an average of 32%,A'S and 37% B's

to their students-. The 5 teachers who ranked lowest (below 3.93 on the 5

point scale) had given an average of 9% A's and 23% B's. The mean Bade
4

point average assigned to students by the 5 highest ranking teachers was

2.90, just below B on the 4 point scale. The g.p.a. of the 5 lowest ranking

teachers was 2.06, just above C.

The evidence pointed to a powerful relationship between grades and malts,

It suggested that those teachers who insisted on conservative grading V

standards might be at a very considerable disadvantage in competing for

merit raises, promotions and sabbaticals if student evaluation of facult

continued to play a role (as the Harper Board of Trustees insisted it shoed)

in the college's faculty evaluation system. The report thus suggested thak,

computer-summarized faculty rating scales were perhaps of questionable valOity,

*For an explanation of the statistical notations used in this paper see
"A Statistical Note" -- Appendix E.
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in spite of what was assumed to be massive evidence to the contrary, and

that their continued use in a competitive faculty evaluation system might

set up a jockeying for position among faculty members that could affect

the standards of the college and could lower rather than raise the quality

of teaching.

The 1974-'75.Study

THE SAMPLE

The present study attempts to determine whether last year's findings would

be replicated with a new and standardized teacher evaluation form, the

nationally distributed University of Illinois C.E.Q. form having replaced

the Harper committee-created form used last year. The conditions of

rating were also more controlled. Last year, though the student ratings

were anonymous, the instructor administered his own ratings and turned

them in to the Division office. This year the anonymous ratings were

placed in sealed envelopes by students, and the instructor did not see

them until the semester was over. In addition, this year a statement was

read to the student telling them that the ratings would be used as evidence

for promotions and pay increases. In last year's ratings a few students

might not have been aware that the results would be used for personnel

purposes. The more rigid controls are important. Research studies by

Aleamoni and Reamer (Eric ED 081405, 1973) and others havedemonstrated that

evaluatiopt tend to be higher when (1) the instructor administers them and

(2) when the students are aware that they will affect the instructor personally

or professionally.

Of the 16, full-tioe.English teachers in the college 16 made available their

confidential computer printouts summarizing the results of student evaluations

taken near the end of the fall term in December, 1974. In all, printout of

35 of 40 evaluated sections were voluntarily made available and are included
, -

'in the study. The college evaluation system requires that teachers be

evaluated by at least two of the four or five sections they teach each

semester. The division Chairman sel &cted the classes to be evaluated. Most

of the teachers are thus represented in this, study by two classes, but two

teachers Were evaluated by three classes and one<by fqpr. One teacher is

represented by only one section.
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THE DESIGN: COMPARING HIGH AND LOW'MPADERS,

The 16 English teachers in the study fall into two separate and easily

identifiable groups according to their habitual patterns of grading.

Column 1 of Table A shows the mean grade point average given by each-

of the teachers to all their students in all classes in the fall term

of 1973. Column 2 shows the same data for fall 1974. Column 3 is an

average of the first two columns. It is the teachers grading style index

and is the basis of the 1 thru 16 rankings shown in Column 4. Columns 5

and 6 show the percentage of A's given by each teacher in fall of 1973

and fall of 1974 respectively.

The two groupings are apparent from the table. "High Graders", teachers

1 through 8, assign average grades from 2.50 upward, the top of this group

having grading style indexes just above and below B. They are generous with

A's, the median for the grotp being 29%. "ay graders", teachers 9 through

16, assign mean grades of from 2.50 downward to just above and below C.

They are stingy with A's, their median being 12%.

The department has low turnover. The teachers are experienced. The grading

pattern changed little between 1973 and 1974, even though an "N" (not

completed) grade counting as 0 in teacher grade point averages was added

to the A through F system in 1974. A check of grades for 1972 and 1971

reveal the same patterns, though the departmental grade point average has

risen. High graders remain high and low graders low. The only movement

between groups occurs at the very bottom of the high group and the top of -

the low group.

The grading style index is not influenced strongly by the type of course taught

or by time of day the course is given , though literature courses and other

electives tend to be graded somewhat higher. The department mean ,pmerage for

evaluated literature courses is 2.70 and for English 104 2.52. All the

teachers usually teach three of four composition courses and one literature.

There are no cannon final exams. Though sons sections naturally tend to be

of higher ability than others and would tend to receive higher grades, their

effect on the grading style indexes is thought to be equal for all. Grades -

ere based exclusively on'the instructors own opinion of what the student

has earned. Habitually that opinion differs between those who belong to

the "high grader" group and those who belong to the"low."
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FINDINGS:

Item 9 on the C.E.Q. asks the students to rate the instructor overall

performance on a 6 point scale: 1-very poor, 2-poor, 3-fair, 4-good,

5-very good, and 6- excellent. The oamputer adds allk-student ratings in

each section and prints a mean section rating. These section means

become a statistic on the charts used by peer and administrative evaluators.

Table B shows the 35 section means in two columns. The left column lists

the 18 courses taught by the 8 high graders. The right hand column shows

the 17 courses taught by low graders. The median section z1Vaig of, the

grader was 5.32, the median score of the low graders was 5.00. Only

one class taught by a low grader reached the median of the high graders.

The average section of the high graders was 5.22, the average of the low

graders 4.78. Every high grader except one placed at least one section at

5.22 and above, and the one who did not make it was close, at 5.17. Four.

sections taught by low graders reached that level.

The students were asked to place the grade they expected to receive in the

course on the rating form. An expected grade mean could thus be computed

for each section. Actual final grades assigned by the teacher at the end of

the semester were also available. The average mean section expected grade

for the low graders was 2.86, for the high graders, 3.13. The average mean

section final grade for the low graders was 2.33; for the high it was 2.80.

It is significant that the four sections of low-grading teachers that reached

the high-grader mean of 5.22 show both expected grades and final grades well

above the teacher's usual pattern. The average expected grade for those four

sections was 3.07 and the average final grade, 2.65. The final section

grades are 40% to 50% of a grade level above the teachers' grading style index.

Coeffi ents of correlation computed by the Pearson product moment method were:

Mean teacher ratings in 35 sections with:

Student expected grade mean: .49

Student final grade mean: .43

Teacher grading style index: .58*

English 101 section$only with
expected grades .54

Literature & electives with
expected grades .46

6
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The Spearman rank order correlation between teacher grades and ratings in

each teacher's highest rated class are shown on Table C. The rank order

correlation between mean section ratingb and teacher's grading style index

is .75.* Between the ratings and section final grades, it is .79.

The 1973-74 study findings were obviously replicated in the 1974-75 study.

Unless the Harper correlations are a one in one hundred statistical accident,

grades, or whatever grades symbolize, have a very important association with

teacher ratings, perhaps accounting for one-third to two-thirds of the

differences in teacher ratings.

I

*Of the five evaluated English sections not made available to this study,
four were taught by low graders. Their grading style indexes and rating
ranges are known. If it had been possible to include them in the study
they would have increased the grading style index correlations.
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Conflicts With Expert Testimony

The evidence from the replicated studies thus indicates that in the English

area of Harper College there is a continuing relationship between the grades

a student receives and the ratings he gives his instructor at the end of the

course. The findings, however, run counter to what expert testimony has

predicted would be found. In the past several years the college has brought

in no fewer than six outside consultants to help it establish a system of

student evaluation of faculty. All seems to have ignored or played down, the

effect of grad s on teacher ratings. In doing so they were supported by

a large body f literature, their own and others', that repeatedly states

that no suc association exists.

For ex e, W. J. McKeachie, one of the consultants brought to Harper,

said in A973 in the Proceedings of the First Invitational Conference on

Facult Effectiveness as Evaluated by Students:

"The classic research on most aspects of student ratings
of instructors was carried out by Henry Remmers and his
students at Purdue. His results are still largely un-
challenged by more recent research. Among the factors
which did not significantly affect ratings were such
student characteristics as:

Veteran/non-veteran status
Age
Sex
Class standing
Grade in Course (However when the top students

achieve more than expected they
rate the course higher, and
when the poorer students do
better than expected they rate
the course higher.)"

Kenneth E. Eble, anot r Harper consultant, says in his 1972 book, Professors

as Teachers:

"Scrutiny of thousands of questionnaires at perhaps the
easiest point for testing the popularity hypothesis- -
the correlations'between favorable grades and favorable
responses--repeatedly showsnocorrelation."

Professor Eble, the former director of AAUP Project to Impove College,

is probably the best known of the contempora authorities on student

---evaluat on of faculty.
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Charlotte Epstein, writing in the April, 1974 issue of the community

and JunipiCollege Journal asks-a question:

How do the perceptions of faculty compare with the
findings of scholarly research on the validity of
student evaluations?

She took a faculty poll at her community college to find the answer. She

reports:

In most cases faculty attitudes do not agree.
Research findings, for example, do not support
the faculty vdew that student ratings are affected
by grades, class size, or whether or not the
student is majoring in the discipline. Nor do
the faculty seem aware of a body of research
which cites student ratings as remaining nni-
affected by the sex of the instructor or the
students'" grade point average.

The testimony of authority has thus been quite strong ,n this area.

Richard I. Miller in his book, Developing Programs eor aculty Evaluation,(1974),,

the most complete and scholarly work in its field, come to the conclusion

that grades and ratings are only marginally related, if t all, quoting the

previous review findings of Cbstin, Greenough and Menges xatf the University

of Illinois, published in Review of 'Educational Research 141 1971. Lawrence

Aleamoni, still another consultant at Harper, said in an ress delivered at

the Symposium on Methods of Improving University Teaching .1j ld at the Israel

Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel in 1974: ;

In almost all the studies cited in Cost.n, et a41: (1971)
and by investigators such as Guthrie (1954), Remmers
(1960) and Weaver (1960) little or no relationship'
has beien found between a student's grade and faculty
rating: In fact, the positive'oorrelationsseldam,
exceed .30. The evidence, therefore, indicates that
students do not necessarily rate an instructor or
course based upon the grade they have or are about
to receive.

Mr. Aleamoni is with the Measurement and Research Division of; the Office

of Instructional Reseurces of the University of Illinois, pnbliOhers of

the Illinois, Course Evaluation Questionnaire (AEQ).` /

9
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It is no wonder that author ies in the field, and administrators who have

been in contact with them cmetimes express irritation at those faculty

members who, operating f m a gut feeling, insist that a quantitative evalua-

tion system forces them o play to the wishesof those students who are

least ambitious and le- t able.
/

Professor Eble, who is both authority and

administrator, expresses such irritation when in the January, 1974 issue

of College English, he attacks an article by Evelyn Kossoff, which had'

Appeared in the winte 1971-72 edition of The American Scholar. Ms. Kossoff,

whom he calls a "fo .-r English teacher", had criticized ratings from a

philosophical rather than en empirical pOint of view. After calling her

article another of the "eruptions of ignorance" that he keeps confronting

in respectable places, he says:

The basis of information from which Ms. Kossoff's
article proceeds if (11tIllot long ago I saw a

alvestiOnnaire," (2)"ano er widely circulated
evaluation questionnaire," and (3) two survey
articles in 1953 and 1,963 general reference
works, These sources offer as little informa-
tion about evaluation as "there flashed through
my mind the picture of one professor who..."

fe
(Ms. -1= nature's words) affords about the natu
of ef teaching. It is as if she set out to
question the validity of current cancer research
by citing a pamphlet picked-up in a chixopracter's
office and an article in a 1953 e cyclopedia...
All this-is bad enough as measured by any standards
of scholarship, but it is worse whe one considers
that a writer working within a University community
might come across one or more of the following:

Pro essor Eble ien goes on to explain that there weie 50 items that might

ha cameto Ms. Kossoff's attention, includIng "the existence of t

Uni rsity of Washington office of student evaluation since 1925; and the

fact hat I (Eble),had been on her campus (U. of Kentucky) the previous

Octob i-talking with a campus-wide audience about evaluation." He

contin es: "That is why I turn to willful ignorance as an explanation of

this k end of imperviousness to information on a subject important to college

teachin ..-.The examined life is held up as a scholaxlY ideal as long as it

stops short of examining teaching."

10
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One can well understand Professor Eble's frustrations, as he expressed them

in the College English article, which he entitled "eat Are We Afraid Of?"

He has worked long and hard in the field, making some progress, as testified

to by his statement in Professors as Teadhers: "my recent inquiries suggest

that tt use of systematic student ratings lids greatly increased since 1966."

(

Collecting the Data

The fact remained that in the Harper College English courses, grades and ratings

were so closely connected.that the wisdom of continuing to use quantified

evaluations could be called into question. Even though expert testimony

pointed to error or statistical accident a- s the cause of the Harper findings,

e past research done in other colleges for

s were different. It was decided to do a

of,picking up studies in chiropracter's

it was thought best to look at

clues'as to why the Harper findin

thorough job, to avoi- d the easy hall

offices or using examples of the "there flashed through ny mind a picture"

type. It was decided to do the most thorough job yet atteppted in this field- -

to locate and summarize every original'source research study published since

1930 that focused in whole or part on the student grades-teacher ratings topic. '

It was decided to look closely at the research, not just at the conclusions

the researcher reached, but to study the intention, sample, design and execu-

tion of the work as well.

The collections of two large university libraries were searched. An ERIC

computer, search was run. More than 200 review studies were read for their

references and their bibliographies. More than 75 Studies were xeroxed and

summarized. Many turned out to be secondary sources or student achievement

studies, but 41 seemed to meet minimum requirements, that is the author had

looked at a body of student ratings in a planned way for the specific purpose

244 determining if grades and ratings were related, and had said something

about the size of his sample,phis method of examining the data on_the, results

of his investigation.:- - /

It became plain early irk the search that many studies listed in, "the review

literature as showing that grades and ratings were unrelated, ad .. e y e ugh

substance to make the list of 41.__Ibeir authors had made no serious a eppt to
---

compare one teachW,s-xesialresults with. another or they had used as swap teaching
___--

asdiaEints;nOhad no say in what grade thelstudent earned or the, had used

11
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questionable research designs. These weaknesses were not apparent when one

only the researcher's conclusion, but became obvious when one went deeper

into the study.

Table D lists all of the 41 empirical studies found in the search; It is non-

selective. No study has been omitW. Those studies that seem to meet minimum

research standards are marked with an asterisk. The studies are arranged chrono-

logically from 1930 onward in Column 1 of the table. Column 2 shags the nimiber

of students,' teachers or sections involved in the study. Columns 3, 4 and 5

show the strength of the grade-rating associations found by the researchers.

If the authors of the study concluded that the correlation between grades and

ratings was negative, nil or negligibly positive, the results are entered under

Column 3. If weak to moderate associations were found, the results are found

under Column 4. Finally if marked or strong associations were found, or if

the author believed the assocation he found to be cjAte important, it is entered

under Column 5.

.01
It's quite obvious from glance at the table that those who maintain that re-

,

search has shown that there is no relationship between student grades d student

ratings of faculty sewn to be right up to-a po 953 to be e ut this

41

paper will hereafter show that .they were n t right even to 1953. It's quite

obvious that they are not correct from 1953 onward. Of the 28 studies conducted

since 1953, six showed negligible correlations, 10 showed low to 'moderate correla-

tions and 12 showed marked to strong oorrelatiOns..

Because of the apparent conflict between what Professor Eble and others who work

in this field have said about the tglationship of grades to ratings and Table D, .

it will be worthwhile, though time-consuming to look more deeply at everyone

of the studies so that better judguents can be made about what they signify.

All 41 are summarized on the following pages. The summaries begin with the

Studies, all made from 1953 onward, that are listed in Columns 4 and 5 of Table D

and show at least a low relationship between grades and ratings. After that the

dies that showed negative, nil or negligible correlations are sunnarizedr\ All

but six of these were conducted before 1953.
)

It should be remembered that some of the studies were concerned not only with

grades and ratings, but with other facets of student evaluation of faculty as well.

12



Inmost instances, the findings on, effectnef class size, time of 'day of
\

.

r.ilass and the like have been amitted. .Focus\I\on the key issue-.4he effect

f grades on the validity ortEe scales.

Same studies were surely ;issed in the eitrch, d several listed in

bibliographies could not be found. Those unpublished studies that mast lie

in filing cabinets at various colleges coul not of course be included.

Stilly it is felt that the 41 studies are the most complete .collection yet
.

assdmbled and give a comprghensive picture of e
\

irical research up to the

appearance of'mid 1974,.periodical indexes.

13
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Studies Showing P itive
,f
Grade-Rating Correlations

12

The first research to show a relationship between student grades and teacher

rating was describedfin the article by A.M. Anikeef, appearing in 1953.

It followed a quarter century of studies that,unanimously insisted that

.

grades were not important to ratings. The very considerable prestige

of psychologists N.H. eRemmers at Purdue and E.R. Guthrie at the University

of Washington supported the no grade-bias position. Anikeefs' was the

watershed. Since it appeared the great bulk of the original research has

-- ---
shown that grade bias exists. The research that has not-, will be shown in

the next section to be-of questionable belie ility. Anikeef's study and the

Column 4 and 5 studies that folioed it are summarized below. The numbers

that precede the author's names. and the study title identify the studyts
---

position on Table O. Anikeef's is the third'study from the year 1953.

1953-3: A.M. ANIKEEF: "Factors Affecting Student Evaluation of College
Faculty Members." Journal of Applied Psychology, 37, No. 6, 1953.

Anikeef studied -1500 ratings of -19 instructors in the School of '.Business

and Industry at Mississippi State College. He found a correlation of .73,

significant at the .01 level, b t n grading leniency scores' (the
t;'

1

meai grade point average assigned by the instructors) and. the ratings of their

instructors by freshmen and sophomores. For junior and seniors he found

a correlation of.43, which he did not claim to be statistically significant --

a correlation of .48 b ng needed if Significance is to be chimed when

working with the number of teachers in his study. The combined freshmen-senior

correlation as-53._ AnieSf, concludes that 53% of the variance in freshmen-
.- ,

sophomore ratings dt25% of the combined freshmen-senior ratings could be

attributed to grading le envy.

. Comment: The design nikeet\used is similar to the one used in

de Harper English studies. T e Spearman tank order correlations found are

similar. A merit tlay sySieft-w .use at Mississippi State too.

14
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1960-1: CARL H."WEAVER: "Instructor Ratings by College Students"
Journal of Educational Psychology, 51, No. 1, 1960.

The article reports a study of 699 student ratings in 39 sections of

history, English, personnel and speech taught by 12 differdnt instructors

at Central Michigan Unvirsity. The teachers were not compared as in the

Anikeef study. Instead, expected grades listed by students on the Purdue

rating forms were pooled. Expectant A's gave mean ratings of 96.10, B's 94.56,

C's 91.15, D's 84.63. The differences were significant at-the .001 level.

of confidence. The author suggests that grade bias is of well importance
ff

in interpretg ratings.

1964: PAUL P. ECHANDIA: "A Methodological Study of Factor Analytic.
Validation of'Forced Choice Performance of College Accounting Instructors."
Dissertation Abstracts, 1964 (25) (4) 2605-2606.

Studying 546 accounting students of 16 teachers at New York University,

Echandia found that students who recieved higher irades in the course

rated their teachers significantly higher on factors concerned with course

organization and lucid exposition. Motivational factors were not significantly

correlated with grades. No correlation figures are given in the abstract.

1965-1: R.E.,SPENCER AND W. DICK: Reported in "The Illinios Course Evaluation
Questionaire: A Description of Its Development ans a Report of Some
of Its Results." by Lawrence Aleamoni and R.E. Spencer in Educational
and Psychological Measurement, 33, 1973.

Sample: 600 students in two courses at Pennsylvania State rating their

instructor using the Illinois Course Evalution Questionaire (CEQ) developed

by Spencer. Whether the two courses had more than two sections or two

instructors is not stated. Finding: "Course grades and rating scores

did correlate signifiCantly (even though magnitude of the correlation

was small) with all the subscores except the instructor rating." Exact

correi#tions are not given.

15
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1965-2 R.E. SPENCER AND W. DICK (1965-2). Same sources as 1965-1 above.

o
Sample: 160 students in 12 sections of Speech 101 at Pennsyliania State, usilg

the CEQ form. Findings: grades on six speeches and three tests all

correlated impressively with ratings -- .85 for speeches, .86 ta. .91 for each

of the tests.
'., Comment: These two studies were apparently reported first in the

\\_1 5 edition of the Manual of Interpretation for the CEQ by Spencer and

. Dick. The 1972 edition of the manual, by Lawrence M. Aleamoni, seems in
.

its 64 pages to contain no specific reference to the Spencer and Dick

studies or to make any mention of a relationship between grades and ratings.

Aleamoni and Dick do, however, in their 1973 article in Educational and

Psychological Measurement say, "It can be seen,'then, that in some courses,

student opinion about the course is highly related to success in the course."

The CEQ form is used by the students at Harper College.

\4966-2: CLIFFORD T. STEWART AND LESLIE F. MALPASS. "Estimates of Achievement
and Ratings of Instructors." The Journal of Educational Research,
Vol. 59, No. 8, 1966.

Sample: 1975 students rating 67 instructors teaching 53 courses at the

University of South Florida. ,Findings: "Highly significant relationships

were observed between estimated course grades and ratings of instructor-

variables." These included strong associations between expected grades and

approval of the teachers grading policy. The relationships were significant

well beyond the .001 level.

1969-1: B. DAYLE WALKER. An Investigation of Selected Variables Relative
to the Manner in Which Population of Junior College Students Evaluate
Their Teachers. Dissertation Abstracts, 1969, 29 (9-B), 3474.

According to the abstract, 1447 students of 30 teachers 'at Lee Junior College

rated their teachers on the Purdue Bating Scale. No statistical correlations

are given, but the abstract says, "Students tend to rate teachers in the

direction of their stated anticipated grades."

16
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1970 -1: J. RUBENSTEIN AND H. MITCHELL:"Feeling Piee, Student Involvment
and Appreciation." Proceedings of the 78th Annual Convention of
the American Psychological Association, 5, 1970.

4

Sample: 1655elementary psychology students at Purdue in 60 sections.

Results: Class grades earned up to the date of the rating correlated .14

to appreciation of instructor and .30 to appreciation of the course. Final

course grades correlated .09 to appreciation of instructor and .44 to

appreciation of course.

1971-1: DAVID S. HOLMES: "The Relationship Between Expected Grades and
Students' Evaluations of Their'Instructors." Educational and
Psychological Measurement, 31, 1971.

Holmes studied ratings by 1539 students in 7 large lecture classes with

enrollMent of more than 100 at the University of Texas. Grading we by

objective exams. He found statistically significant but small relationships e.

between expected grades and two of the three rating subscales. The series of

items gathered under the heading "Student Stimulation" were all associated

with expectant grades, as were most of the items uder the heading "Interaction-

Evaluation." However, only one item under the heading "Instructor Presentation"

was found to be modestly related to grades. The mean amount of variance

shared by grades and-key evaluation items was found to.be 5% and the

maximum 13%.

a

1971-2: RICHARD G. WIEGEL, E.B. OETTING AND DONALD L. TASTO: "Differences
in Couise Grades and Student Ritings of Teacher Performance." School
and Society, 99, 1971.

At the beginning of their study Wiegel and his associates say ". . . reports

dating as far back as 1928 have shown there to be only nmegligible relation

ship between course grades and the teacher performance evaluations." They

then describe a study of the ratings df 4 teachers by 331 students in 7

° psychology sections at Colorado State College. They found a strong positve

correlation, significant at the .01 levett, in some classes and not- n

17
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others. .Pooled ratings for the 70 sections showed positive correlations,

alsosignificant at the .01 level. They conclude ". . . even though large

correlational studies indicate that students' grades and evaluation of the

teacheAh are not importantly related, this relationship should not be dismissed

lightly. The effect is likely to be idiosyncratic for both teacher and

course, and should be considered in planning of interpreting teacher evaluations."

1972-1: R.B. BAUSELL AND JON MAGOON: 'Expected Grade in a Course, Grade
Point Average and Student Ratings of the Course an the Instructor."

Educational and Psychological Veasurement, 32, 1972.

Bausell and Magoon ex inea 12,000 ratilvs taken university-wide at the

University of Delaware in fall, 1969. They report ". . . the present study

found strong consistent biases in both instructors and course ratings

which can be traced to (a) the grade the.student expects to receive and

(b) the discrepaniy between the students' expected grade and his G.P.A..
p

The relationship between the G.P.A. and ratingalone'is negligible, and should

'14

not be considered an important source of bias." The coefficien
14,1

of correlation

between expected grades and ratings was found to 'be .62 and between discrepent

grade and ratings .53, significant beypnd the..001.1evel.

1972-3: ALAN NICHOLS AND JOHN SOPER: "Economic, Mankin the Classroom."

Journal of Political Economy, 80, Sept-Oct, 1972.

Nichols and Soper studying 339 social science sectiont,at Central Michigan

University in fall, 1970, compared section mean expected grades and section

mean instructor ratings and found a correlation coeffCient'of .53. They

suggested that the university'4 s grades were again on the rise following the

introduction of a dampfulsoryevaluationby-student systein. They also suggest

that by raising the mean grade point average of a,section a half grade

level, an instructor could expect a half grade level rise in hilmean

section ratings.

p
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1972-4: W. ROBERT KENNEDY: "The Relationship of Selected Student Characteristics
to Componenti- of Teacher/Course Evaluation Among Freshmen
English Students at Kent State University." Paper & Symposium
Abstracts of the 1972 Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association,

$

Sample: 549 freshmen in English 160 at Kent State University, Fall, 1970.

Findings: grade point averages; final grades and expected final grades all

correlated significantly with teacher ratings. Student ability, as measured

by..A.C.T. scores, did not seem to be related to teacher rating.
Comment: This is the third study available only in abstract and

specific figures arelacking. The tone of the abstract suggest quite strong

associations between grades and ratings, but it and the other two have been

put under the "slight to moderate" heading on Table D because of uncertainty.

In none of the three abstracts does the summary suggest that the relationship
S.,

is negligible.

1972-5: DAVID S. HOLMES: "Effect of Grades and Disconfirned Grade Expectancies
on Student's Evaluations of Their Instructor ." Journal of Educational
Psychology, 63, No. 2, 1972.

In an introductory psychology class of 97 students at the University of Texas

course grades were based on four objective tests. After completing three

of the testiveath student knew exactly what grade he had earned up to that

time. Student wrote the grade they expectedtio receive in the course on

the final test paper, after being promised that the expected grade would in

no way influence the final grade. When the students returned to collect

their final exam and learn the final grade, half of those who had both.

expected and earhed A's and half of those who had both expected and earned .

B's were told that their final grade was one level lower than they expected.

The other half was told the truth. They then cmleted teacher rating forms

before they all got their finals back and learne there had been an

experiment. No difference was found between the atings given by A and B

students, but those whose grade expectancy had a disconfirmed rated the teacher

19
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significantly lower on teacher preparation, lecture, coherence, use of

examples, ability to evaluate, value to the students and-test clarity.

1973 -1: BARAK ROSENSHINE; ALAN COHEN AND NORMA FURST: "Correlates of
Student Preference Ratings." Journal of College Student
Personnel, 14, May, 1973.

The study was of 1240,daytime classed in all the schools and colleges of

Temple University in gpring, 1970. The methods of administration and the

reasons for administering the scalei are not discussed. The. authors found

correlations of .09 to .27 between expected grades and two questions that

1

asked the student to compare the instructor and the course with others. A

four point rating scale was used. They found no correlation between grade

point averages and ratings. They conclude that the effect of expected grades

on ratingi, though statistically significant, is low. .

Comment: The Rosenshine rating form asked the students to rate

teachers on 23 items measuring classroom style and behavior. Of special

interest to English teachers are the three items that showed the lowest

correlations with_student appreciation of the class and ofthe instructor.

They are:.
Criticism of papers was helpful to the students .26

Instructor used assigned papers as an aid to
learning

Instrnbtor criticized strident responses in
destructive way 7.16

Low correlations were also found for the following varitblesm0 independent

projects and 'papers, b) class parti ipations, c) creative thinking,

d) application and appreciation we e important for the final grade.

Much higher correlations were found for the following items*/

Instructor's main emphasis was on student's learning .40

Grading in the course was fair .46

Instructor's main emphasis was on having the
students enjoy the course .50

Instructor was enthusiastic .57"

Instructor's presentation was clear and -
understandifile

20

.62 (the
highest.of 23)
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The authors comment that though criticism of papers is often cited as being

important f6F college teaching, its importance was not borne out by the

data collected in the study.

These findings seem to suggest that the following teacher behavior may noi/'

be conducive to high teacher ratings:

1) ass'igning complex,VmbOlic hard-to-explain readings
2) emphasizing learning over student enjoyment
3) being unfair in grading -- grading harder than one's peers
4) counting papers toward the final grade, particularly if the

papers require creative thinking and application of knowledge
5) writing negative criticism on papers

1973-2: RICHARD R. PERRY AND REEMT R. BAUMANN: "Criteria for the Evaluation
of College Teaching: Their Reliability and Validity at the University
of Toledo." Proceedings, The First Invitational Conference on
Faculty Effectiveness as Evaluated-by Students, ed. Alan L. Sockloff,
Temple University Measurement and Research Center, 1973.

Perry and Baumann - analyzing 900 students ratings at the University of

Toledo in Spring 1972 - found correlations
A
of up to .78 between class mean

expected grades and class mean ratings, with an average of .42 for all levels

Of theinstitUtion. They said of the rating scales "the indictment of the

validity is very strong; what the correlations reveal is that variations in

course ratings is accounted for to the extent of 30 to 60% by the grades

assigned. . . this problem must be resolved in some fashion before one can

builds reasonable case for validity.P

1973-3: JOHN A. CENTRA-AND ROBERT L. LINN: "Student Point of View in Ratings
of College Instruction." An Educational Testing Service Research
Bulletin, October 1973. ERIC Document 089581.

The study was of 300 randomly selected.atudents from 402 classes in 5 colleges.

4rades were found to be "moderately"related to ratings though not in all classes.

No specifics were given. The authors say that their findings underbcore the

importance of context of the course in determining ratings.
Comment: This 1973 Centra and Linn study does not seem to be mentioned

in the 1974 ETS SIR (Student Instructional Report) maival of interpretation
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or in the portfolio of materials ETS distributes to advertise the SIR

rating scales.

1973-4: ROLFHMIRUS: "Some Implication of StudervalUetion of Teachers."

, Journal of Economic Education, -111. 41973.

Mirus studied 122 course evaluations (unstated number of students) at the

Faculty of Business Administration and Commerce at the University of Alberta

in 1971-72. He compared mean-section expected grades with mean section

instructor ratings, section by section. Finding a correlation of .85, he

states, "Thete is a strong indication that the expected grade is a major,

-determinant of the professor's grade. . . A professor who, compared to his

colleagues, makes the class expect a 1.00 point higher grade can impro.cT,-

his own evaluation .85 of a point." Mirus suggests that the higher coefficie t

or correlation between grades and ratings found in this study as capered.

to the Nichols and Soper is because the career orientation of the Alberta

students mikes them more responsive to grades. Mirus asserts that an

updrift of institutional grades can beiXpected as a result of the

evaluation system. A statistically significant higher average grade wagreported

in 1972 as compared to 1971.

1973 -5: K.L. GRANZIN AND J.J. PAINTER: "A New Explanation for Students

Course Evaluation Tendencies." American Educational Research Journal,

10, No. , 1973. ,
. /.

'The authors gave first day of class "expectation" questionaires and the last

day of class "rating" questionaires to 637 students in 17 courses offered

in 11 different, departments at the University of Utah. Among correlations

found to be significant at the .001 VW: of confidence are:

Course rating to expected grade .21

Course rating td final grade .15

'Course rating to expected grade change - higher rating at the

22



end than expected of beginning .18

InstrUctor rating andjempected grade .16'

Instructot rating to expected grade change .14

21

No significant correlation was found between student grade point av rages

and ratings.
f

Final grades (as cont asted to expected grades) corre ated

.09 with instructor rating.

1973-6: ALLEN J. SCHUH AND NI A. CRIVELLI:
`Student EvaluatiOns of Fa lty Teaching

of Applied Psychology, 58, No. 2,, 1973.

"Animadversion Erro' in -

Effectiveness." lorne41
,

A claiS of 85 students, in A required business administration degr---course

in industrial relationshiis were asked to rate they instructors immediately

after he has returned their midterm exams. The instructor left the room?

while the ratings were administered. Ratings were found to be associated

with midterm gAdes beyond the .001 level of significance.

1974-1: C.D. CORNWELL: "Statistical Treatment of Data from Student Teaching

4
Evaluation Questionaires." Journal of Chemical Education, 51, 1974

Sample: An unstated number of students in 101 different chemistry lecture-

sections taught.by 70 different lecturers in 20 different institutions. The

data was collected by a committee on Undergraduate' Teaching 6f7the American

Chemical Society. Findings: Statistically significant butweak r Iationships

were found between grades and ratings. The research-estimates that the

grades account r 1 f the variance in ratings.

1974-2: WILLIAM M. BASSIN: "A Note on the Biasei in Students': Evaluations

of Instructors." The Journal of Experimental Education, 43, No.--4-49-74,

Mean grade point averages even by 4 teachers at the University of Mary-.
k

land were compared with the.mea ratinge given them by students. Bassin

found an overall coefficient of / correlation between grades and ratings

23
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of only .10. However he found that this minor correlation was associated

with_a =jar effect on teacher rankings. The average teacher teaching a

quantitative course, giving a grade point average of 2.0, ranked at the

30th percentile in stu i rating of letture_quality. The average teacher

teaching a qua itive course, but giving, a 2.5 grade point average, ranked

at the 62n- percentile in student rating of lecture quality.

Examination cif 22 of the 28 studies made since 1953 shows clearly that

grade-rating correlations do exist and that the associations between

grades and teacher ratings can be quite powerful. Before reaching a conclusion

about the relevance of these studies to the Harper English study it would

pay to look rather carefully at and comment on the 19 studies published

since 1930 that have led many people to believe that ades and ratings

are unrelated.

P.%
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Studies Showing Negligible Grade-Rating Correlations

Column 3 of Table D shows that the authors of 19 of the 41 studies

have concluded that the ratings of teachers are not biased by the

grades the teacher gives. The 13 studies made before theAllnikeef
*

study of 1953 were unanimous in taking this position. Since 1953,

six of the 28 studies have supported the no-bias position. Detailed

agd comments follow.

1930: H. H. REMMERS: "Two What Extent Do Grades Influence Student

Ratings of Instructors?". Journal of Educational Research,

21, 1930.

Remmers of:Purdue popularized the use of the rating-Apales in colleges.

-study, first published in a shorter form in 1928, made use of

7 classes. Seven were h (school classes taught by practice teach .

Ten were ("lege classes ught by four different instructors. Da

was collected as follows. When the students completed the rating

the teacher read off the names of those students ranking in thtop
4

half of the class, "king them to put an X on the form. 'Remmers hen

correlated non-X and X ratings within each class. Some classes showed
__- ---- . /

positive grade -rating correlationst others showed negative correlations.

71(--

en he averaged all, the obirelations from 17 ,classes, he found a mean
,..,----- ,

lation of only .070 "at the most". He therefore concluded "...for

. the a rage and the average student there is practical 3 no
/ -------

relationship b tween a student's grade and his judgement of the instructor

as recordethe Purdue Scale for Instruction."
Comment: The study is of course a collection of 10 separate

.

"within class" studies of the classes of four college teachers, subjects)/

and methods unstated. Remmers did not compere teachers, even though

rating scales by their very nature do compare teachers. It is not to

be expected that.singlewitliii class studies of this type will always

tell something about the relationship of grades to ratings. They can

not detect differences in grading style, nor will they in all casesi'.----
.

----
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show positive correlations between abilities and ratings, even when

powerful associations between the two exist throughout a department

or a college. The low ability and the high ability students of a

"high" grading teacher may be equally happy with him and give,him

equally high ratings, since all are exposed to the "sane grading style

and equal numbers from both groups may be earning higher grades thaw

they axe accustomed to making elsewhere. Likewise low and high,ability

groupings from classes of "low" graders may contain roughly equal numbers

of students who are experiencing Hare trouble with grades than they

are accustomed to, or that their peers are experiencing in comparable

classes. The result could be equally low ratings from both grOups

and again a lack of positive coreelation. between grades and rating. .

If Remmers-had pooled results across sections,-then drawn coefficients

of OF.rrelapitn for the entire' group, he would Perh4pshave detected

the small correlation that has sonstiOiroLbeen found in studie in whiCh

student abilities, as indicated by thei'rgrade point average , have

.been correlated with teacher ratings. Among studies that h ve not

found the gpi correlation lrestudy 1972-1 (Bausell and N a on) and

study 1954 (Clark and Keller). AmOng-those that have foun

positive ability correlation's is study 1950-2 (Elliott). ee

(Wiegel) for a small study of 4 teachers, similar to the Remmers

study but with. quite different results, when A, B, C, D grades were

, pooled across sections.
11

4

las

1934: J. A. STARRAK: "StudenftPating of Instruction." Journal of
Higher Education, No. 5, 1934

.

Starrak reports that 40,000 scales have been taken at Iowa State Cbllege

since 1928. He gives no ,details of the method of collection or size

of the sample used to reach the conclUsion that the correlation between

grades and ratings is only .15. This correlatiOn he believes is small

'enough td be disregarded.

Oat

1936-1: a. D. HEILMAN AND W. D. ARKENTROUTI. "Thel.Pating of CR9A

Teachers on Ten Tr2Its by-Their Students." The Journal of

0' Educational Psychology, 27, 1936.,.%=,

The authors studied ratings taken in 50 classes taught.by 46 different

le
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teachers at the Colorado State College of Education in Spring 1935.

Average class size was 42. Teachers apparently *administered their

own ratings arictzoluntarily turned them in. The authors found

a severity of grading score for each teacher by averaging all grades

he assigned in the 1935-36 school year. The'Severity of grading

scores were then compared wit* mean section student ratings. The

correlation found was -.042. The authors therefore conclude that

there was no relation between student grades and teacher ratings. They

comment at. some 'length, however, on,the difficulties individual instruc-
,

5 tors had in interpreting the meaning of the Scales. Average section

standard deViations were very high. One' instructor, for example,

was found to have a standard deviation of 27.30 on the 100 point scale,

suggesting such a wide scatter of student opinion as to deny the

existence Of a center.-
Comment: The Heilman and Armentroutstudy is well designedo

detect the inflUence of grades on ratings. It is an admirably detailed

study. Though the teachers took their own crati--, omewhat weakening

its believability, it seems to this renewer to be the only study in

the literature which truly supports the conclusion that the grades a

_ telaves and the ratings he receives can be unrela,ted. One may

however, wonder about the size of the standard deviations_ found. Their

size may indicate that something was wrong faith the scale or wi

administration.

1936-2: 14ILT0N L._ BLUM: °An Investigation of the_ Relat
,,,,BetVien Students' Grades nd Their, Rating

Ability To Tekch." Journal oftEctuca onal P ch

This is a Study of 57 students in two 8-week Summer psy

taught by the same teacher at City College of New York- Ill

relationship between expected or final grades and inat Or

Forty of, the 57 students were .Y.4.ng A's Mid-rs-at

2

..r
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rating. Sixteen were expecting C's, one a D.
Omunent.k Lacking an experimental design such as those found

in the single teadher"within" class studies of. Schuh and Crivelli

(1973-6) and Holmes (1972-5), this study merely adds two more with-

in class studies to the 10 found in Remmers (1930). They show

6at a teacher need not Away* expect to find positive grade rating

correlations within his own classes. The study is of no value in

telling the teacher how the grades'other teachers give affect his

ratings.

1949: H. H. REMMERS, F. D. MARTIN( AND D. N. ELLICIT: "Are Student
. Ratings of Instructors Related to Thel.r Grades?"

Purdue Studies in Higher Education, 66, 1949.

The study evaluated 37 graduate assistants teachihg-the lab and
,.

recitation sections of the freshman chemistry course at Purdue. The

senior professor who gave'thelectoxe - demonstra ion was not evaluated.

The gradate assistants had little to s about course grades, exam
. .

g standardized and departmentally graded. The researchers divided

the students into two groups:- the plus group consisted of those whose

final grades were higher than pre-course placement tests predicted;

the minus group received gradet lower than predicted. The pluS groups

were found to rate their instructors significantly higher (.13 to .35)

than the minus group. Since the researchers found no relationship between

placement test scores and ratings, and since the assistants did not

control the grades, they ,conclUde that the connection found is not higher

grades cause better rating* but that better teaching causes higher

ratings. The authors also gave their attention to the phenomena that

Remmers had first noticed 20 years before, the fact that some of the

classes in his within-class study of 1928-30 showed a negative correlation

between grades and ratings, other showing,positive correlations. They
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na4 suggested' that some teachers are good at teaching high ability students

and poor at teaching lag ability students. These teachers, they reason,

will receive poorer ratings from the weaker students and thus show positive

correlations between grades and ratings. On the other hand, teachers who

best at teaching low ability students will alienate some high ability

students and' show negative correlations between grades and ratings.
Comment: The Fammers explanation of his findings of 20 years

earlier may suggest the interesting possibility that the best method of

achieving consistently high mean student ratings would be to teach.to the

abler students and to see to it that the less able were not disaffected

that
1
is make the weaker students feel successful. See Holmes (1972-5) for

a possible explanation of the action of the minus group. Also see Basel

and Magoon (1972-1) .

1950-1: DONALD N. ELLTOTT: "Characteristics and Relationships of Various

Criteria of College and University Teaching..." Purdue Vdiversity

Studies in Higher Education, 70, 1950.

Donald Elliott was Rammer's assistant in the Division of Educational Reference

at Purdue. His first study seems to be a continuation in greater detail of

Remmers, MArtin and Elliott 1194. Freshman chemistry assistants were

.again involved. Only 9% of the)esistants had previous teaching experience.

Most did not plan to become teacheis. The senior leCturer was not evaluated.

The assistants had little bo say about the grades. Tests,' were departmentally,

designed and evaluated. Elliott found correlations of grades to ratings of

Only :032 for lab sections and .049 for recitation sections. He did. however

find a correlation of .24 between ratings and achievement, that is he found
. ,

that students who got better grades than their pre-course tests indicated

they would-tended to rate their teachers higher than students who did not

achieve as much. Elliott also found a negative correlation between student \\

achievemen and teacher knowledge,of chemistry. The students who achieved

most (as aSured by grades higher than predicted by placement tests), tended

to be most often in classes taught by teachers who scored loWest on a test

of knowledge of chemistry.
Comment: This" final: finding of Elliott is fascinating. He who knows

least teaches best, and gets the highest student ratings. Its significance

to the Harper English Department study is unknown, but one may speculate.

The problem Elliott faced in this study is the one faced by Remmers, Martin,

Elliott (1949) and by .all the many researchers who have tried to prove that

29
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0

student ratings of faculty are related to what the_student learns. The

problem is that one can never be certain that the student who scored

higher on an exam or received a final grade higher than his GPA or aptitude

tests indicated he should is rating his teacher higher because he has

Tearn-edmore than he expected or because his grade is higher than he

expected it to be. Again, refer to the Bausell 'and Magoon study (1972-1)

for an explanation of the discrepant grade effect.

1950-2: DONALD N. ELLIOTT: (The Second Studv/eound in "Characteristics
and Relationships of Narlrou$ Criteria of College and University
Teaching," Above.)

This study was the second of two undertaken by Elliott as material for his

doctoral dissertation. According to Elliott 26,014 ratings of 460 instructors

had been collected from 14 Indiana colleges and universities as part of the

Indiana College Evaluation Program. He mentions the numbers exacilye4_How-
i

ever, he says only those ratings taken at Purdue contained information about

grades. At Purdue, the instructors, following Remmers plan of 1928-30,

asked their upper-half students to put an X on the forme. A total of 3786

ratings (1906 upper an 1880 lower) were then available for comaxisdn. The

ratings were up not treated as within - class ratings as in 1928-30.

In all categbries except that of the graduate student the upper half students

rated the instructor higher than: the lower half of class. SaMple mean scores

from the scale that 'were found- significant at the .01 level of confidence

Upper Lower

Fairness in grading 89.15 82:40

Presentation of subject
matter 75.80 73.35

Simulating intellectual
curiosity 75.05 72.65 .

The lower-half students gave slightly lower ratingi for every other item on

the 10 point scale. Elliott concludes "....the factor of scholastic success

has such a slight effect, albeit the effect is statistically significant, as

to be virtually ignorable, particularly when it is recalled that most classes

are madeup of stuieRiBf Widely varying scholastic success."

30
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Conment: The Manual of Instruction for the Purdue Rating Scale

for Instruction by H. H. Remiers and J. A. Weisbrodt (Revised edition,

1965 ) copyright by the Purdue Research Foundation, contains the following

paragraph as its total contribution to the grade-rating controversy:

/ ,/ "Several questions have been raised regarding other factors

that might affect the student ratings of instructors. Remmers

and Elliott (16) have answered many of these questions. In

a study of the ratings of 460 instructors by 26,014 raters

in 10 different institutions of higher-learning they found

that freshen rated their instructors no higher and no lower

than did seniors, male students rated their instructors no

differently from female students, veteran students rated

their instructors simitrly to non - veteran students, and

students in the upper half of the class rated their in-

structors like those in the lower half. None of these

,factors had Auseffect on the ratings by the students."

Someone is mistaken, either Elliott or the editors of the Manual: .It is

unlikely that two separate studies would start with exactly 26,014 ratings.

1951; EARL HUDEISON. "The Validity of Student Rating of Instructors"
School and Society, 73, 1941.,

This is a one teacher study with a difference. Hudelson asked his 192 students

to rank their former teachers anonymously. He then asked them to give the

grades they had received from the teachers. Finding a correlation'of only

.19 between gradep and ratings, he concludes, "Obviously these students

could not fairly be charged with letting marks influence their opinions of

their instructors as teachers."
COmment: The system of collecting data, sonewhatsigilar to that

later use by Voeks & French 0,952-1,_1952-21 could lower the positive

correlation since it removes from the sanple those who d to leave

school because of the low grades they received. Hudelson is t only

searcher found ine literature who proVides a scatter- diagram to lustrate

the association between gradei and ratings. Though he did not give

teacher ratings for each grade level, it is instructive to the reader to

examine the scatter-diagram closely and to do his iwn-arithnetic. If he doeis

so, he will discover that the weak . 9 correlation was produced by the

following data:

31:
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The 38 A students gave mean ratings of 6.8.

The 87 B students gave mean ratingsfof 6.5.

The 57 C students gave mean' ratingsrof 5:6.

The 8 D students,gave mean ratings of 5.6.

All ratings were on a 10 point scale. The teacher Who gave an average

grade of C to his classes might thus expect to produce average student

ratings about 9/10ths of a decile below those who gave an average grade

of B. In the 1974-75 Harper English study the average mean final, grades

of the low graders was 2.33, of the high 2.80, a difference of a half

grade-level. The average-mean ratings of the high graders was 5.22 on

the 6 point scale and of the low 4.78, a difference.olapproximately

8/10th of a docile. ,The .harper grade-ratings relationship are therefore

seen to be approximately twice as strong as those found by Hudelson in

1951 -- results not inconsistent considering Hudelson's method of col-

' letting data and the merit system'at Harper. It is obvious, in spite of

Hupielson's conclusion, that the 1951 study does not show a negligible

associatioitbetweeu-grades and ratings, but rather shows the oppoiite.

It is possible that Stairak (1934) with his .15 correlation "small enough

to be_ disregarded" also belongs in another column in Table D.

....- . k- - ._,

1952-1, 1952-2; 1952-3: VIWINTAW. NOMA amd GRACE I. rEgrics.. "Are
,....,

Student-Ratings of Teachers Affected by Grades." -.Journal of
Higher Education, 31 ,1960. ) 4

These three studies, which were specifically focused on the grade-rating

relationshipere pare of a series on a number of aspects of teacher
. .-

evaluation undertaken under the direction of E. R. Guthrie at the University

The research was done in 1952, but publication was delayed.9f Washington.

until 1960. .

Data for the first two studies was cpllected at spring registration. Students

of advanced sophomore or higher rating were asked to nominate teachers who

fitted the five categories of the Washington teacher rating scale; very

superior, superior, competent, only fair, of less value to man the

others.

The researchers than computed mean rA04124 for thole teedhexs nominated 2Q

or more times. They a1a0 c011ected the gxadea.thegeteAdhATO hAd 444igned
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during the preceding two texnA.

Study 19521: In the first study the researcherl'ereW rank order

correlations in three departments between student r

of A's and B's and 2) percentage of D's and F's the

preceding two terms. They report" all the
.

and studentlfratings-were negligible (see Table I).

-reliably greater than zero, even at the 5 per cent

The essential part of T'able I are, reproduced below.

Department

gs and 1) percentage

cher gave in the

correlations between grades

Nip correlations

°Diffidence level."

Correlation of e Ratings Assigned
No. of by Students the Percentage of
Faculty EaCh.diade Given

7 I -
A & B

.;

/ D &F

A (Physical Science) 10. .00 +.04
B (Physical Science) 12 +.60 -. -.05
C (Humanities) 13 +.05 -.21 +.36

r

Comment: It is difficult to understand why the. author Chose to

display the data in the above way.. The 'mean grade point average of each

teacher should have been available. Correlations drawn between mean ratings

and mean teacher grades would have been much more useful, to the reader. The

strong correlation between A's and B's and the ratings in Department B suggests

that a rank order correlation based on mean grades could approach the

relation levels found in the Harper English studies. In'he other departments,

the negative'correlaa?ns Under the-Vs suggest thae_a4ank order co-

efficient based on mean grades might`produce correlations in the range of

.15 to .30. The correlation of .36 under the D & F column in Departmer4 C

is of little significance on a stuO that eliminated manyfD students anci,

lower level C's from the sample by taking ratings only from those *la

surviFed to at least advanced sophomore status. The statement "No correla-

tion was reliably greater than zero, even at the 5 per cent confidence level"

has little meaning when a study is restricted to 10 to 11 teachers., Co-
. 1

efficients of correlation have to be in the range of .55to .65 before

significance can be claimed with such limited nunbers.

Study 1952-2: In the second study the authors compared the highest

and lowest rated teachers in each of 10 large deiartmen.O.' They provide

Table II to show results. The essential parts of the Able follow:
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No. of Mean Grade No. of Mean Grade
rep artment Students Highest Rated Students Lowest Rated

Architecture En: 3.185 151 2.338
Art 126 3.206 90. 2.400
Chemistry 79 2.633 239 2.155
Economics 365 2.123 68 2.838
Education 134 2.888 241 2.822
English. 165 3.062 62 2.145
Math 100 2.350 45 2.155.

Political Sci. 26/ 2.588 , 62 2.564
Psychology 97 2.588 ,439 2.414,
Sociology 237 2.477 81 2.222

The researchers comment:

As Table II shows, the teacher with the highest student-rating,

in his department usually had given a slightly higher average

grade than the teacher with the lowest. rating...These differences-i____,

are very slight and often, not statisticaliY significant.. alysis

shows no reliable difference between the mean grade by

the ten teachers with high student-ratings and e mean grades

given by the ten teachers with low student- tings...in the

relatively rare instances in which a teacher with high ratings

also gave appreciably more high grades; it is evident that he

did not receive.h4her grades because he gave more-than the

average nUmber of low grades.
Camment: The comparisons inithe above table are ..psxhaps Unfair,

large-section lecturers, who may not be personally involved in grading, being

compared with seminar teachers. HoWever, the table does show that in 9 out

10 departments the highest rating went to the man with the higher grades.
. -

In four departments the differ is quid large. The English Departmeht

difference, 90% of a grade level/ is close to the difference between the

highest and lowest rated teacher in the Harper English study. It is dif-

ficult to see how the authors could make their generalizations on the basis

of the data they display, particularly since the method of collecting ratings

would serve to eliminate disaffected low-graded students.

Study 1952-3s In the third study the researchers found 16 teachers

who had given theMashington course evaluation questionaire to different

sections of the same course, the ratings being taken at least onftquarter

apaxt, and who had scored at least three deciles higher on the second adminis-

tration than the first. They then =eared the grades the teacher had given
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the first time with the grades they had given when they scored the

higher ratings to see if the grldeshad gone 1p with the ratings.

They supply a complex table that shows whether the difference in

grades could be explained by chance. They found that one teacher had

given appreciably latter grades to the class that gave him the higher

rating. On page 333 they report that two teachers had given higher

grades approaching statistical significance (.07 and .011 to the

second class. On page au they report that only one teacher had

given appreciably higher grades the second time. They conclude,

P-Mually the grades given to the twd/classeS" were strikingly similar.

..Apparently high ratings cannot be
Comment: It is =fortunate that the Mors did not take the

very simple step of placing opposite each oiher:the section grade
,

point averages given by
1

lati-rating and high-rating classes. Instead
, 1

they elected to give only the chi squares of difference in grades in

the two classes. This J. cif course not very helpful to the reader

since it deprives him of e opportunity of seeing whether the majority

of the higher rated classes got somewhat higher grades,' and it also

does not allow him to see if tlie highest ratings, those in the 8th,

9th, and 10th deciles, were accompanied-by high section grades.

If eithe of these situations existed, one might be t ted to take

the Voeks d French studies and put them under the col Tablet

that Shows at least moderate associaticns betWsen grades and ratings.

Professor ,often points tb the University of-Washington the

model of goo evaluation:practices. In "WhatAre We Afraid 0f ?" die'

criticizes "abuse of research" shown Miriam-and Burton Podin'in

their article n Science that suggested students rate highest those

teachers from they learn'the least. ProfessorrEble used' the

following terns,

t.

The authors (Rodins) omission of rele9ant reserfrch is
curious. ThOugh Virginia Voeks article-"PUbl cations an
Teaching Effectiveness: is cited,, a more rel article by

5,
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Voeks and G.M. Erench," Are Studint-Batingi of Teachers
Affected by Grades," with conclUsions again the opposite
of the authors', is not. Perhaps thig is because Voeks' -
work is based on careful study of data amassed at the
University of Washington, where almost 50 years of
experience with student evaluations supports the conclusion
that student evaluations do correlate with teaching effective-
ness.

It seems to this reviewer that the data amassed at the University of

Washington may have been ,somewhat distorted by the student rating scale

used to amass it. It is the one encountered in-the study of the large

literature 9f,3student evaluation that is least curiously lacking in

parallel structure. The first four rating categories: 1) very superior,'
H

21 superior, 31 oogpetent, 4) only fair, are standard enough, but

the fifth category "of less value to me that the others" suddenly in-

vites the student to switch from an evaluation of the instructor to an .

evaluVon of the course. Even though Professor Eble went out of his

way in his AMP-AAC-Carnegie supported study, The Recognition and Evalua-

tion of Teaching, to praise it _es a model for other colleges to copy, it

is difficult to see how valid rating data could be °enacted from it.

The Voeks and Preach Studies have been of major importance to the litera-

ture of student evaluation of faculty., They are quoted in ost all

the important review literature of the past dozen years. eir publica-

tion in 1960 negated the effects of the Anikeef (1953-3) did Weaver

(1960) studies that had shown positive grade rating correlations. In
.

the opinion of this reviewer the Voeks and French studies had the

following faults:

1. The instrument used to collect the data was questionable:-
2. The method of oollectingr-tEe ratings invited bias.
3. The data collected was not displayed in the most natural way.

4. The conclusions reached did not follow naturally from the
data that was displayed.

1953-1: A. W. BENDIG. "The Relation of Level of-Course Achievement

to StudentiO. Imtunotor and,C0Azae-BattngILn.XntrodUctory
Psychology ". Educational and Psychological Measurement, 13, 1953.

Bendig studied 5 introductory psychology courses (132 students total)

at the Oili/ersiti of Pittsburgh in Spring 1951. He 'found-Positive
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correlations of .14 to .28 between grades--and ratings. He concludes

"Student achievement does affeCt the rating, but not to a degree that

in$alidates continued use of the scales."

1953-2: A. W. BENDIG. "Student Achievement in Introductory Psychology
And Stuagnt Rat#g of the Competence and Empathy of Their''
Instructors." Journal of PsychOlog, 36, 1953't

In fall 1951, Bendig again studieel__5 sections of ni titiduCtory psychology

(121 students) . Graes "Were apparently based-entirely on objective

achievement tests. He found strong negative correlaions (figure not

given) between grades and rating. He cancels his siring'findings as

follows "..'..the previously reported strong positive correlation between

-student achievement and summed ratings on the P.R.S.T. scales was a

function of the factorial camplexity,of the scales." Bendig gives a'

possible explanation for the negative correlation, "Students of high

overall ability may be more aware of inadequacies in the eadhing of

their instructors and to judge them more critically."
Camment: The'presence of one unpopular high grader in a sample

of five or a highly structured course, earning,the conteupt of abler

students, could both produce the results. Bendig's high negative correla-

tion and Heilman and Armentrout's -.042 are the only'studies of the

41 to show negative correlations between grades and ratings. If no

correlation existed between grades and ratings, approximately 20 studies

could be, expected to show negative results.

1954: KENNETH E. CLARK AND R. J. KELLER: "Student Rating of College

Teaching." in R. E. Eckert and R. J. Keller (eds.) A Universitir

!Looks at Its Program. University of Minnesota Press. 1954.

A total of 15,000 ratings by students in 380 classes in the University

of Minnesota College of Science Literature and the Arts were collected

in a voluntary program in 1949. Though the authors supply no specific

data, they report they found little relationship between the students

overall grade point average as he reported it on the rating form and

the teacher ratings. In fact, students with grade point averages below

"C" tended to rate teachers somewhat higher in general teaching ability

than other students.. Only a few items such as quality of exams, ability

of teachers to adjust to the levilof the ,students and willingness to

recommend the 03111Weto a friend were found to be related to ratings.
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Comment: The interesting tendency of truly marginal D and F

students to rate their teachers higher than C studentS has been observed

in several other studies. The Clark and Keller study, concerns itself

only with the grade point average that the student brings to class.

is not a study of grades earned or expected within a class: Most
---%

point average and placement test studies tend to agree asic

student ability is only marginally-related to teacher tings.--6lark

and Keller's study, of course, says nothing about the relat between

ratings and the grades ,the students were expecting from the instructor .

they were rating.

1a62: C. IC GARVERICK: AND H. D. CARTER: "instructor Ratings and
Expected Grades." California Journal of Educational Rase
13, 1962.

Sample: 164 students of one instructor in an introductory psychology

course at Berkeley in two.semesters. Findings: The grades the student

expected and the grades the student thought he deserved had little relation-

ship to teacher rating. The correlation was only .079.
Ointment: A one teacher study of this type proves little. gee

the comments under 1936-2 (Blum).

1966-1: C. L. OVETTDRP AND E. C. PR/CE: "Student Rating of Faculty at

St. John's River Junior College With Addendum for Albany
Junior College." 1966. ERIC Document EDO 13066.

A total of 10,000 ratings were taken college wide in 1964-65. The ratings

were compulsory', the Dean of the colpageandthe instructor waiting out-s.

side the door while the students completed the forms. The results were

apparently used for, merit pay and other personnel purposes. Teachers

were ranked 1 to 91 according to their evaluations. Although the highest

ranking instructor gave 72% A's and B's and the lowest 7.2% A's and B's,

the authors report that when they ranked the 91 pairs (mean gpa given by

teachers and mean ratings given by students) and applied Spearman's

rank order equation to the two lists, they found a correlation of only

.17, significant at the 10% level but not atthe .05. Following the

common statistical custom of not finding an association unless there is

95% certainty that the results could not have come about by accident,
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they state, "The statistical evidence does not support the conclusion

that instructors awarding higher narks should expect a higher rating

from his students."
Comment: The statistical evidence fxom St. John's River is

unconvincing. Anikeef and several otherd-have used Spearman's formula

to find correlations between grades and ratings, correlationg*hich

incidentally turned out to be much higher than-Overturf and Price found,

but they worked with lesser numbers. The Spearmln formula is believed

to be accurate enough for most purposes when 15 to 30 pairs are being

correlated, but it does not seem reasonable to expect it to handle 91

pairs. Overturf and Price were surely working with very'large squares

of difference in rank and with a "amber of ties needing correction.

A. C. Crocker in Statistics for the Teacher, 199I, says on page 58, "A

simple method of calculating a correlation is the Spearman rank Order

correlation. This is useful for classes of children (or any set of scores)

up to a maximum of thirty scores in' each set. Beyond thirty the results

'tend to be unreliable."

-106972: BERNARD CAFFREY: "Lack of Bias in Student Evaluation of Teadhers."
Proceedings of the 77th Annual Convention, American Psychological
Association, 1969, Vol. 4.

Caffrey studied 131 students in three sections taught by three different

instructors at Clemson University. The subject matter taught or methods

of grading are not discussed. He found that only 6 of the 46 items on

the rating scale correlated beyond the.. 01 level of significance with

-course expected grades and only two correlated at that level with grade

point average. The six positive correlations with expected grade ranged

from .32 for the students overall,rating of the course to'.23 for the :-

instructors ability to explain clearly. The author judged the effect of

grades on ratings to be of little importance.

1971-3: MILTON HILDEBRAND, ROBERT C. WILSON AND EVELYN R. DIENST:
Evaluating, University teaching. Center of Research and .

- Development in 'Higher Education: University of California.
1971. .

4r

The authors undertook a study at the University of California at Davis

designed to develop a rating system. As part of-the study they took 1015

Student ratings. The method of collecting data is unclear and no specific

ti
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data is listed. They do however state that they found small positive

correlations with, grades which were significant at just beyond the .01

level. Their findings they believe are consistent with previous researehi'

for they comment: "Cohen and Brewer (1969) reported similar results.

Other studies have reported a relationShip between expeted.grades and

ratings of teachers (Stewart and Malpass, 1966; Weaver, 1960), a relationship

only at lower class levels (Anikeef 19531, and no relationship (Kent,

1967, Voeks and FreAch, 1960). These contradictions Seem consistent with

the presence of a definite but trifling correlatiOn.7'
Comment: Hildebrand and his associates seem to be mistaken on nearly

all counts when they check the believability of their own findings by

reference to past research. The original research study in Cohen and

Brawer (1969) seems to say nothing about grades. Instead Cohen and

Brawer refer to the doubtf4 Overturf and Price study (1966-1 aboVe).

A carefpl reading of Anikeef (1953-3) shows he did find associations between.

grades and ratings at the upper class level -- .43 to be,exact. Kent is

a secondary source. Voeks and French (1952 -60)., did of course report no

correlation.

1972-3: ALLEN C. KELLEY: "Uses and Abuses of Course Evsluations as
Measures of Educational Output." Journal of Economic Education,

4, No. 1, 1972 .

Sample: 258 students in two lecture sections in economics at the University

of. Wisconsin, Madison. Both sections were taught by the same professor.

He was aided by 7 graduate assistants who met discussionstections once a

week. The ratings were taken after the. first midterm exam and befOre the

second. Controls: Though ratings could not be anonymous, tip students
h

were assured that their identities would not be revealed. The senior

professor left the room when ratings were taken. Controls not discussed

are: first, the nature.of the midteim exam, whether it was objective or

essay and whether graded by computer, assistants, or senior professors:

and second, whether or not the students believed the results would be

used for personnel purposes. Findings: By constructing two simulated

statistical Models, projecting what would have happened if conditions in

ourse had been different,-Kelley demonstrates that if students had

ceived oW-A's and B's for the midterm exam the actual rating of the

senor professor would have risen from 3.784 to only 3.860. Thus he finds ,
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that the impacb of increased

significant, was very minor.

found to produce a negatiye e

The negative effect was cause

been enrolled in the classes

ratings, according to Kelley
Comment: Noseommedt.

e

t'

ected grades, though statistically

he teaching assistants as a group were'

fect on the' senior professors rating.

largely by TA#5. If his students had

f TA#2 and TA#4, the senior professor's

would have been .28. higher.'

fa



The Relevance- of Past Research to the Harper English. Findings

The evidence indicates that the widelpTheld belief that grades and ratings

are unrelated is a myth. FUrther, it indicates that the Myth seems to

have been spread. by those who have a vested interest'in Promoting it. The
,

body of-eNirical research that supposedly underliei the no-relationship

generalization turns out to be without real, substance when one makes an

effort to look at all the evidence, not just at- selected, studies or parts

of selected studies: If a conviri 4 body, of evidence exists to support

generalization it has evidently not been published.

4CL

The "classic research" as McKechie called it, of'H. H. Remmers and his

students at Purdue turns out to be: CO an-examination of four -college

instructors (subjects and methods of grading unstatedl and seven high school

practice teachers; (2) 37 graduate assistants in a chemistry course where

the senior professor was not-7eiWmated,!where the assistants for the most

part did not plan to become teachers and had little to say in assigning
e

grades; (3) a study of an unstated.humber of Purdue instructors teaching

unstated subjects, the study design guaranteeing that differences in studeft

reaction to had and easy teachers would be ooncealed; (4) an instruction

manual reporting the findings of the research and in doing so turning one

college into 10, an unstated number of instructors into 460, 3786 students

into 26,014, and "virtually, ignorable" differences into totally ignored

differences.

The "careful study .of data," as Professor Eble describes it,

of Washington, which next, to the Purdue studies did the most

no-relationship generalization, is revealed upon examination

at the University.

to promote the

to be somewhat

less careful than one might, wish. And the same is true of the project at

St. John's Riverleonamnity College, VLproject much publicized anong two year

colleges, where the dean and the teacher stood together outside the classroom

door, waiting for the ratings that would rank the teachers in order*1 through

.--9-1? .0f the 11 remaining no-bias studies, three are one-teacher in-class

projects; one is.a three teacher study finding correlations of up to .32;

two are conflicting five teacher studies; and one is a grade point, average

-study (Clark & Keller). One of the remaining studies (Starrack, 1934) reports
1

a poSitive.correlation of .15, but give no details as to how the figure was
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reached. AnotherlWelson, 19511 seams to prove that grades are quite

important when a correlation of .19 exists.

The case for the no-bias position'rests largely on two studies, conducted

35 years apart. Thesi-al-e--the--Heilman-and-Armentrout study of 1936 (cor-

relation -.0421 and Hildebrand, 1971 (correlation about .091, and the

former'is tainted, by the size of the standard deviations and the latter

by-the lack of speciiigLdetails about how:the grade-rating correlations were

drawn, the type of classes uled'as samples, and the like. In any event one

must view them in conjunction with a large number of stiidies,many quite

persuasive, that.show otherwise. If we were to draw a frequency curve of

all the 21Bpitlishedgrade-ratingstudies\made since 1951, including all

six studies in Column 3, translating all findings into correlation .coefficients,

the range Would from just under +.10 to +.90 with a fairly even distri-

bution between. There seems to be a tendency for the correlations to be

higher when the ratings are compulsory and tied in with a merit pay or

faculty promotion system. They also seemed to behigher when grading is

subjective and when the teachers being rated are teaching multi- sectioned

courses.

The Harper English study findings o 731-74 and 1974 -75 therefore do not seem

to be atypical---ta(harthey seem to fall easily into the patterns established

by priorxeseardh. There is little doubt that a strong relationship between
A.

grades and rating exists in the English Department at Harper. It is doubtfUl

that as high a correlation exists in other departments and divisions of the

college, but it would be most surprising Considering the history of the
A

research to find any large )ransfer'course subject area where it did not

exist in some fori.

It is customary among some statisticians to assert that correlation of less

than a .25 as virtually meaningless an those of vender .50 as indicating

something of nogreatimportance even when constant replication of results

indicate that association exists beyond reasonable dotbt. But when people

are being ranked on a scale the assertion would seem to be open to question.

Other things being equal the one with only a. slight advantage will be ranked

Ahead. Hudelson's correlation of +.19 and Bassin's (1974 -2) correlation

of +.10 with'their corresponding shifts in percentile ranks illustrate this.
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When a limited number of promotions are being competed for, even small

correlations becomibmearangfUl. The spread between the 4th and 10th

teacher rank tiles in most rating scales usually does not exceed one

half of a rating level,. Harper's is nO''exception.

The Harper English study shows that good ratings and moderate grades are

.not incompatible. It also shows that giving high grades does not of

itself guarantee high ratings, but it does show, beyond doubtithat on

journeys to the high country - the 8th, 9th and 10th decilds where

the -"outstanding" English teachers are - high grades seem to be essential.

A recent Harper College committee report. suggests that the term "out-

stanaing" be reserved for those teachers who had scored 5.50 or above on

the 6 point Harper rating scales. Only four English sections in the

fall 1974-75 term reached that level. The average expected grade in

the four courses was 3.27, the average final grade 3.07. In expected

grade means these sections rank 1st, 7th, 8th and 11th among the 35 in

in the:-mAy.' In final grade means they rank 1st, 2nd, 4th and 8 th.

The grading style indexes of the four teachers ranked 1st, 2nd, 3rd

and 6th among the 16 teachers in the degraatment.

At the bottom of Table B are the four lowest rated sections in the depart-

ment. They are in first decile college wide as well. These sections

ranked 20th, 26th, 34th and 35th in expected grade, 19th, 29th, 32nd

and 35th in final grade. Their teachers ranked 12th 13th, 15th and 16th

in their grading style indexes.

These rankings are quite consistent with the findings of numerous empirical

studies during the past 20 years.
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High Grades, High Ratings and Student Learning

J

Once the correlation between student grades and teacher rating is demonstrated

it becomes necessary to prove that the grades are earned by the student rather

than given freely by the teacher. Otherwise, the belief in the validity of

ratings must collapse. Otherwise/no teacher can be certain of the degree

to which student opinion of his knatiledge and technique is colored by one

aspect7of,his.teaching - grading style.

For 30 years researchers haVe been trying with little succeaeto prove a

connection between learning an \ratings. There is a sizeable literatuie on

the subject. The studies are no more convincing than those that tried to

prove that there was no correlation between grades and ratings. There is

little need to summarize here all the studies in the literature that address

this problem. Neither Professor Eble or anyone else seems to have claimed that

a connection has been convincingly demonstrated, at least with rating scales

that give the student an opportunity to state his preferences.

49
Several years ago a research study measured student writing improvement in

English 101 sections at Harper. Nine of the 16 teaAers included in the

1973-74 grade-rating studies participated. Four of the nine were high graders,

five low. Their grading styles have not changed relative to each other since,

though there has been an updrift of departmental grades as a whole. In the

student achievement study, numerous grading&-were made of paired start-of-

semester and end-of-semester papers of 600 students.

The study did not attempt at that time to examine the relationships between

grades and ratings. Its focus was only on an attempt to determine if there

had been student achievement during the semester, and how much. It was found

that.in the most successful sections 40% to 50% of the students were writing

better at the end than at the beginning. It is now possible to go back to that

study to see if there was a relationship between,grading styles and student

achievement. There was no grading.achievement relationship at all. Of the three whose
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clial6s showed the most improvement,` one is a high grader who scored high in

the 1973-75 student ratings. The other two had their and have now the lowest

_grading style indexes in the department, Both were at or near the bottom of

the evaluation rankings in 1973-74 and at the lowest deciles departmentally and

institutionally in 1974-75. Neither placed a class as high as 5.00 in the ratings.

What of other, more formal, studies? Remmers and Elliott attempted to show a

connection in 1049," and 1950.in the sections of the chemistry assistants, but

the correlations were difficult to pin down and shiftipg. Russell and Bendig,

following the Renner and Elliott example, in 1953, divided psychology students

into a plus group consisting of those whose final grades were higher than

pretests predicted, and a minus group whose grades were lower than predicted.

They found, as had Remmers and Elliott before them, that slightly higher ratings

came from the plus group, but Bendig, working alone, had found in study 1952-2

that the students who got the highest grades on the final exam appreciated

their teachers least. G-

Recently more interesting work has been done. Peter Frey of Northwestern University,

writing in the October, 1973 edition of Scienceitells of a study-of 13 calculus

classes which showed correlations of up to +.90 between student mean section final

grades and mean section teacher ratings. It was a study that could have been used

in Table D to show a relationship between grades and ratings, but was rejected

because its only focus was on student achievement. Grading in the sections was

by a departmentally prepared final with a departmental curve. The individual

teachers could neither be praised or blamed for being hard or easy graders. Frey

argues that the high positive correlations between grades and ratings come about

because his rating form identifies superior teaching. There is a weakness in

his study in that the ratings were taken by mail after the student knew his final

grades. They were not auonymous and students with low grades did not respond in

416 the same proportion as students with high grades. So there is obviously no way

of determining whether the ratings resulted from the student's discovery that he

had made good grades or from his appreciation of good teaching. An influx of

ratings from students with low grades might have driven the ratings down.
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These is however good reason to believe that he has demonstrated a relationship

between teacher ratings and student learning. His success seems to lie in his

rating form, which is radically different from those in common use. Frey is

not in favor of the global rating forms that measure student preference, such as

the Purdue, CEQ and SIR types that have been popular since 1930. He does not

use such questions as "Should this instructor be retained if suitable replace-

ments are available ?" that Remmers had on the form he used to rate the chemistry

assistants or the "excellent" to "very poor" instructor ratings on the CEQ or

the percentile rating of instructors on the SIR. Instead, Frey's key question

asks the student to tell how much work he was required to do - not whether he

liked doing the work or whether he liked the teacher who assigned it to him, but

simply how much there was. This question combines with another on clarity of the

instructor's presentation to produce, according to Frey, positive correlations in

the neighborhood of .90 with student achievement as measured by, final exams.

Frey explains it bluntly: lack of clarity in the teachers presentation can be

compensated for by a heavier student work load; if there is a heavy work load,

explanations need not be so clear.

If the Frey scale were used instead of the student preference type now used, the

two low-rated Harper English teachers mentioned above, both of whom assign large

amounts of work, might be expected to rise rapidly in the ratings, even to the

point where they might expect to be considered for promotion. But there is

little chance that quantitative scales of the Frey type could be adopted in

teacher merit systems. Setting teachers in competition with each other to see

how much work they could assign would surely cause enrollments to decline rapidly.

A global student preference rating scale was used by Arthur Sullivan and Graham

R. Skanes in 1972 at Memorial University of Newfoundland when they found a oor-

relation between final exam grades and teacher ratings of.35 in 130 sections.

The final exams, counting 50% of final grade, were departmentally prepared and

graded. The sections, all of them in the sciences, math and psychology, worked

froin structured common syllabi. Therefore, it would seem that the effect of

individual grading styles was partially cancelled. The study "unfortunately

suffers from two weaknesses that make it difficult to point to the study as proof

that student achievement and grades are related. First, the authors did not
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undertake the difficult and doubtful job of "regressing" the final exam score

to compensate for differences in initial abilities in the different sections;

second, in a follow-up study of 24 psychology teachers, the group that was found

to have produced the strongest second year psychology students was a small group

of low-rated teachers.

The best known rating - achievement study is that of Miriam and Burton Rcid,in published

in Science in September, 1972. They used a global preference rating scale to

find high negative correlations between the amount students learned and their

rating of teaching assistants. Like the Remmers and Elliott studies of 1948 and

1950, the assistants had little to do with assigning student grades. The highly

structured organization of the course, the exams and the methods of grading were

the creations of the senior lecturer, who taught the class three of the five

sessions each week. He was not rated by the students. The Rodins concluded

that some of the assistants forced their students to work harder than others, and

received low ratings as a result, even though their students scored higher on exams.

Hence, the negative grade-rating correlations. The study has been vigorously

attacked by numerous supporters of student ratings, among them Professor Eble,

who says:

Ignorance continues to appear. Last fall-I was invited
to Virginia Commonwealth University to discuss evaluation
of teaching. Among the first thingi that confronted me
when I arrived was an article just printed in Science
called 'Student Eyaluation of Teachers.' The subtitle

made the claim: 'Students rate most highly instructors from
whom they learn the least.' I spent a good part of the
afternoon on the health science campus pointing out that
the research that supposedly supports this claim was pretty
shabby even by a humanist's standards.

,ProfessolrEble is on sound grounds, though "ignorance" is perhaps not the term

to apply to the study. The Rodins after all made a number of improvements in

the design that Remmers and Elliott used in their work with teaching assistants

at Purdue, the studies that succeeded in persuAdingc large numbers of people that

rating scales were valid. The conclusions the Rodins draw are supported by their

data far better than those drawn by Voeks and Frpnch, whose work Professor Eble

often praises. However, the sample was inadequate andthe Raclin's conclusions

should,be approached cautiously.
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Another atypical sample is found in the less publicized report by Richard Turner

and bert Thompson, (ERIC EDQ900826) who report that a studk of graduate

stude eaching 16 sections of French in 1972-72 and 24 sections in 1972-73

found substantial replicated negative correlations between student performance

on exams and the students rating of the performance of the graduate assistants.

The evidence of learning-rating associations is weak. It seems unlikely that

convincing positive correlations between the amount the studentllearns and the

rating of instructors will be demonstrated soon if student preference-type

global ratings continue in use as in the past.

The evidence indicates that the problem in getting the correlations between grades

and ratings is not caused by a lack of student appreciation of teachers who are

skillful in furthering student learning. It shows that most Students do want to

learn and do-appreciate, teachers who know their subject and can explain it

clearly. The problem seems to be that students also appreciate other things in

addition to learning. Apparently there are students sitting in every class.who

need something else more than they need to learn the subject, and their presence

distorts the class mean and confuses the learning-rating issue. The need for

praise, for example, is very strong in some students, as it is in teachers; the

need for grades in some others. Sometimes the need for grades seem to b8 so

strong that it outweighs all other considerations. A student needing a "B" to

get a scholarship, or to stay inschool or to transfer to another school or to

graduate might find a course a disaster if he gets a "C", even though he ].earned

a great deal.

(-2
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The mechanism by which the grade-rating bias may work has been described in two

of the studies summariz d earlier. These are studies 1972-1 ( Bausell and Magoon)

and 1972-5 (Holmes). T ether the studies suggest that two types of discrepant

grade expectancies are o erating'-in the classroom. Holmes has shown that students

who are receiving lower rades than they anticipated may react by rating a teacher

down in, almost all aspects of his teaching technique. This can be termed nega-

tive discrepant grade reaction. It was found that the drop between mean section

expected grade and mean section final grade was almost twice as severe among low

grading teachers as high grading in the Harper English study. The high graders

at Harper Ove final mean section grades only a quarter grade lower on the

average tilan the students expected. Low graders gave final grades averaging a

half gradp lower.

Bausell and Magoon in their study not only detected the negative discrepant grade

reaction, but found a positive discrepant grade reaction as well. Students who

were expecting higher grades than the grade point average they brought_to the

class tended to rate their teachers higher than expected.

The two types of grade discrepancies might, therefore, have influenced the Harper

study results. The negative reaction could have occurred when the student found

he was receiving lower grades than he had expected to receive, or suspected that

his final grade would be lower. It could also occur when he found that he was

receiving lower grades, or had to work harder for his grade, than his peers in

'other sections of the sane course.

The present reviewer has seen evidence of the negative discrepant reaction as it

occurred in an English 101 class during the 1973-74 fall semester. A high-grader

Agras teaching an unusually weak section. On a Monday, a week befOre the end of

the semester, he returned the last of a series of important tests to the class.

Most of the students had done poorly. He administered the required faculty

rating form immediately thereafter. When he examined his ratings he discovered

he had received ratings much lower than he expected. On the following Wednesday,
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he announced that the last test had been cancelled, and scheduled a new

one. Two days later he gave a much easier test, and returned the papers on

the following Monday: The average student had improved his grade one grade

level. Upon taking another teacher rating immediately thereafter, he

41scovered that his ratings had within a week improved almost half of a

rating level, enough for him to become a candidate for a 5% salary bonus

then offered by the Board of Trustees to outstanding teachers. The Schuh

and Crivelli study (1973-6) describes much the sane student reaction.

The positive discrepant grade reaction, on the other hand, could occur when

a student taking, for example, English 101, encounters a teacher who gives

him higher grades than he received in high school English or praises his

papers more than they have been praised before. It is pbssible that such

a student would not only feel good about his teacher but might actually

believe. he had learned more that unprejudiced before and after testing

could detect.

Both-types of grade reactions would probably have their strongest effect in
\

multi- sectioned, non-quantitative courses like English, where gradimg,Must
. .

be largely based on the ,subjective decisions of the'teacher. The MC1eesi

7 study suggests, however, th'at even when grading is done entirely through

objective exams and the student can blame no one but himself-I/the discon-
,

firmimg of grade expectations can have a strong.effect on ratings.

Grade differences between those teachers with high ratings and those with low

means that administrators or peer committees are asked to do an impossible

job in interpreting preference rating scales. In looking at high ratings

they must determine if praise or forgiveness in the classroom exceeded the

bounds of intellectual honesty, knowing full well that positive reinforcement

through grades may be the mark of a good teacher. In looking at low ratings

they need to determine if strict adherence to traditional work load standards

or to the college's official grading policy is a sign of bad teaching. The

presence ,of a grade effect suggests that teacher evaitation systems based in

Whole or in part on student preference voting have always been invalid and

may have lowered the quality of college teaching, not raised it, as sup-

porters contend.
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* * *

i4
When I first started looking into the fringes of the literature about

student evaluation of faculty a year and a half ago, I was a supporter

of the use of student evaluatkt9s as an important part of a faculty

evaluation system. ,I had used them in my own classes for almost 20 years

and partly because of them had became a relaxed, permissive, high-grading

teacher. I am now convinced that quantified student ratings of the pre-

ference type, even when used privately by the teacher for the avowed pur-

pose of improving struction and never shown to anyone else, have done

more harm than go . The problem, seems to be that the need of the students

to be loved, praised and rewarded, and the need of the teacher to be lov?d,'

praised and rewarded, and the need of disciplines for the ir traditions,

and the need Of society for standalas, do not quantify together in any

rational way.

There arefweakneSses in teaching that quantified scales helprto correct,

but there afire strengths they tend to destroy, and on balance they seem to

destroy more than they correct. One thing emerges cleaily fray a close

study of the literature. The scales Cannot discriminate between "good"

teaching and "bad" teaching. A good reading test used in English classes

cannot reliably discriminate between the 80th and 90th percentiles in student

abilities, but it discriminates very well between the 10th and bOth percentile.

Not so the teacher rating scales. There is little reason to believe that

those English teachers who rat* above the 90th percentile in cumulative student

preference ratings are "better" teachers than those who rank below the 10th.



(1)

FALL, 1973

3.14
3.02

3.01
2.92
2.63
2.74
2.66
2.40°

'

2.40
2e51
2.27
Unavailable
1.92
2.08
2.06
2.17

2.53

TABLE A

English Teachei. Grading Stylea.

Based on Average Mean Section Grades

(2) 4 (3),

Grading Style

(4)

% Of
A's

FALL
FALL, 1974* Ineex 1973

High Graders

3.16 (11 3.15 31
2.75 (2) 2.92 39
2.84 (3) 2.88 29
2.72

,.,

(4) 2.82 23
2.78 (5) 2.70 38
2.64 (6) 2.69 13
2.66 (7) 2.66 30
2.76 (8) 2.58

a
Low Graders

24

2.56 (9) 2.48 7

2.26
, (10) 2.39 19

2.27 0 (11) 2.27 . 10 b
2.13 (12) 2.13 X
2.26
2.05

(9) 2.09
(1 i 2.07

.,01,

6
2.06 (15) 2.Q6 7

1.71. (16) 1.94 16/
2.48* 2., 49

51

(5)

% Of
A's
Fall
1974

29
26

22

18
44
27
31
29

12

8

13

21
14
9

12

8

. '* 1973 grades: AF4, B=3, C=2, EP1, F=0

1974 gradeTes,A=4, B=3, C=2, D=1, F=0, N=1:1

The "N" grade had the effect of lowering teacher grade point averages an unknown

amount, since some teachers used it to replace F's, incorpletes and unofficial'

withdrawals. The latter two were not computed in the 1973 averages.
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TABLE <B

4

Teacher Evaluation Means in 35

English Sections

(6 Point Scale: 1VP, 2P, 3F, 4G, 5VG, 6EX)

Section Scores(11
of High Graders

Section Scores (1)
of Low Graders

5.81* ,

5.73*
5.62*
5..57 (2)

5.47*
5.44

5.40
5.38
5.38
5.33M

an

5.31-

5.22 Mean

5.17

5.14*

A

5.29"

5.29
5.27

5.18*

5.15*
5.15*

5.08*
5;00* 5.00

5.00 Medi
4.89
4.79

4.56

4.21----

*Courses marked with asterisks are En#1ish 101
required composition courses. .,Those not marked are
literature courses or other electiyee.

4.71*
Mean 4.78

4.63

4.27

4.06*
4.06
3.89*

(2).
3.75

(1) Based on two year cumulative grading style index--average grades given to all
students in two semesters a year apart. The grading style index range of the

8 high graders was 2.58 to 3.15 on a 4 point grading scale. The index for the
8 low grades was 1.94 to 2.48.

(2) Average grading style index of 4 outstanding sections, 2.91; of 4 worst

sections, 2.06. 54
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Rank Orders

(1)

Rating
of rector:
Sec ion Mean

5.81

5.73

5.62

5.57

5.44

5

-vatstel:.e

TABLE C

From the Section Giving Each of 16 Teachers His
or Her Highest Rating in Fall, 1974--

(3) (4) (5) (6)

Rating Teacher 'aft Section Final
Dept. Grading Style Dept. Grade Mean:
Rank Index Rank (v)

1 2.69

2 2.88

3 3.15

4 2.92

5 2.07

6 2.70

2.66

2

2.27

2.39

2.38

2.41,

2.09

1.94

2.13

2.06

5:321/\_7'7
5.31 8

5.29 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

415.27

5.17

5.08

5.00

4.71

: 4.63

4.27

000

ea

c.
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Final Gtade
Dept.
Rank

6 2.73 8

3 2.96 4

1 3.28 2

2 3.33 1

14 2.56 11

05 3.08 3

7 2.76 7

4 2.88 5

11 2.71 9

10 2.82 6

8 2.52 12

9 2.68 10

13 2.39 13

16 1.74 16

2.26 14

13 \2.03 15

Spearman Carrel tion;

Column with Column 4 + .75

Column with Column 6 In .79

Both si ificant beyond the .01 level.

S)
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Comprehensive Listing
of All Available 1930-74
Published Research

TABLED

Sample

(1) (2)

-1930 (Remmers) 1.1T,409R

1934 (Starrak) 40,000R
1936-1 (Heilman & Armentrout)
1936-2 (Blum)
1949 (Remmerset_al)
1950-1 (Elliott)
1950-2 (Elliott)
1951 (Hudelson)
1952-1 (Voeks & French)
1952-2 (Voeks & French)
1952 -3 (Voeks & French)

1953-1 (Bendig)
1953-2 (Bendig)
1953-3 (Anikeef)
1954 (Clark & Keller)
1960 (Weaver)
1962 (Garverick & Carter)
1964 (Enchandia)
1965-1 (Spencer & Dick)
1965 2 (Spencer & Dick)
1966-1 (Overturf & Price)
196tr2 (Stewart & Malpass)
1969-1 (Walker)
1969-2 (Caffrey)
1970 (Rubenstein & Mitchell)
1971-1
1971-2
1971-3
1972-1
1972-2
1972-3
1972-4
1972-5
1973-1
1973-2

1973-3
1973-4
1973-5
1973-6
1974-1

(Holmes)
(Wiegel et al.)
(Hildebrand)
(Bausell & Magoon)
(Nichols & Soper)
(Kelley)

(Kennedy)
(Holmes)
(Rosenshine et al.)
(Perry & Baumann)
(Centre & Linn)

(Mims)
(Granzin & Painter)
(Schuh & Crivelli)
(Cornwell)

1974-2 (Bassin)

Comparison
1974 Harper (Powell)
1975 Harper (Powell)

T- Teachers

Merit: The

54
Correlations: Grades to Ratings

Association Association Association

Judged * Judged Low Judged Marked

Negligible to Moderate or Important

(3) (4)

+.07
+:15

*46T, ' -.04

1T, 57R Nil
37T +.13 to .35

Unstated +.03

3786R Unstated
192R +.19

34T Nil

20T Nil
16T Nil- '7
5T * +.14 to .28
5T High Neg.

*19T
15,000R Unstated

*12T, 699R
1T, 164R +.08
16T +Unstated

600R +Unstated

*12 Sec.
10,000R +.17 Merit

*67T
30T, +Unstated

3T, 131R +.23 to .32

*60 Sec. +.09 to .44

7 Sec. +5% of Var.

4T, 331R
1015R +.09?

*12,000R
*339 Sec.
1T, 258R +.02 of Var.

549R
1T, 97R

*1200 Sec.

*900R
300R

*122 Sec.
*17 Sec.
1T, 85R

*70T
*64T

18T
16T, 35 Sec.

+Unstated

+.09 to .27

+Unstated

4.14 to .21

+11% of Var.

(5)

A

+.73 Merit

-F.001 level

+.85 to .91

+.001 level

+.01.1evel

+.53 to .63
+.53 Merit

+Various.

+.26 to'.78

+.85 Merit

+.001 level

+.10, 30% iles

4.73
f+.43 to .79

r

R=Ratings Sec.=Sections Var.=Variance Level=Level of Confidence

author indicates that ratings were used to decide pay, promotio s, etc.

* An asterisk indicates the 14ort met minimum research and 10es rch re rting

requirements: typicality and size of sample, designlteporl of data etc.
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APPENDIX E

A Statistical Note

Two statistical symbols are used in this paper. The first, correlation

coefficients, are estimates, reached through standardized algebraic
formulas, of the degree of association between two or more sets of figures.
They are stated in terms of departure from zero correlation (0.00).
Perfect positive correlation is +1.00, perfect negative, -1.00. The
+ sign is usually omitted before positive correlations. A perfect 1.00
correlation would be produced if when grading on and being rated on a
five point scale, the teacher received all fives from his A. students, an
average of four from his B students, an average of three from his C students,I
etc. A correlation of .50 would probably occur if a teacher received
average ratings of 3.50 from C students, 4.00 from B students, 4.50 from
A students. Average reatings of 4.10, 4.20, and 4.30 respectively would
produce a correlation of .10. Equal negative correlations would occur if

grades were inversely related to ratings. They would be of equal signifi-

cance. Obviously, .79 is a strong showing, .10 a weak one.

The second type of statistical symbols, level of significance notations,
are estimates of how likely it is that the results found occurred by chance.

They are expressed as percentages. A .05 level of significance means that
the results might occur by chance alone five times in a hundred; .01 in-

-

dicates one chance in a hundred; .001, one chance in a thousand. It's

important to remember that a high level of confidence does not necessarily
mean that a high correlation is present if.the sample is large. A small

sample, on the other hand, must produce higher correlations before signifi-
cance can be claimed. Several researchers, finding interesting correlations
of .35 to .45 between grades and ratings have dismissed them as non-signifi-
cant because they were working with small samples. A correlati of .49, for

example, is needed to claim significance at the .05 level when o is working

with a sample of 16 teachers. It's also important to keep in mind t at some
researchers, having found statistically significant but small correlatio
of .10, .2Q, and .30 have dismissed them as negligible, trifling, or slig
In doing so they are exercising statistical judgment, which may or mays 1131t._

be sound. Statistical practice is involved but not rigid statistical law:--,:
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